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Twisted Wrench is expanding its auto sales department! We have been a used car dealer for about five years now, but
until recently we have not really focused on it. Now we are going the wholesale actions in Connecticut twice a month
and bring back cars that have not been subjected to the harsh Vermont winters. Cars from the southern New England
states are in dramatically better shape than the cars being sold in auctions here in our fair state. The goal of Twisted
Wrench Auto Sales is to sell high quality trustworthy cars to our customers. All of cars come with at least a six month,
6,000 mile power train warranty. Any repairs we do to the car before we sell it come with the standard three year,
30,000 mile parts and labor warranty you have become used to at Twisted Wrench. If we fixed it, it should stay fixed!
Our current customers know about our used car sales, but we also are taking steps to make others aware of the used
cars we are selling. We list the cars on our website as well as Cars.Com, and both sites link Carfax to the individual cars
so you can see the long term history of the car at no cost to you. Our latest step was to rent space on Lime Kiln road to
display some of our cars for sale. Next time you drive by you should see several of our cars at Jaques Auto body, just
before the intersection of Ethan Allen drive where are our shop is located. We are hoping the increased visibility will
allow us to better serve our customers.
Twisted Wrench also takes trade ins, so if you are looking for a newer car and a good way to get rid of your old one we
can help. Depending on the condition we may fix it up and sell it to a customer, sell it wholesale at an auction, or if it is
at the end of its life we will remove good used parts and fill it with old car parts. Once it is filled with old brake rotors,
exhaust parts, and all of the other parts we remove from customers cars, it gets taken to a scrap metal yard so that it
can be recycled into your next car! Your 1998 Forester will become a 2014 Forester! Well, I guess we don’t know where
the recycled metal goes; maybe it will be in your 2014 toaster or snow shovel. The good news is it gets recycled.
If you are looking for a quality used car you can check our inventory on line or on Lime (Kiln Road). If we don’t have
what you want we can search for specific cars at the auction. We work with customers all the time to try to provide
them with the car they want. I can even contact you while I am at the auction to send you pictures of a car, or discuss
the specifics of a car that is going through the auction before I have to bid on it. That way I don’t come back with a Black
Honda Fit when you wanted a pink one with yellow polka dots.
So if you want a quality used car we can help you. If you want a pink one with yellow polka dots then let me know ASAP.
Those babies go fast.
Peace, Eric and the Twisted Wrench Team.

“The New Location”

See more details on our website www.twistedwrenchvt.com or find us on FaceBook.
Call 660-0838 or email us twistedwrenchvt@gmail.com
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